


1830 GENERATIONS OF TASCA 
IN AGRICULTURE AND
WINE PRODUCTION

5 ESTATES 679 35,8 HECTARES
OF OLIVE 
GROVES

23 18,33 HECTARES OF 
WOODLAND

46,2 HECTARES OF 
ARABLE LAND48,85 HECTARES

OF NATURAL 
AREAS

33 HECTARES
OF PASTURE 
LAND

21,3 HECTARES
OF LAKES
AND STREAMS 36 WINES30

77 166 OPERAI
STAGIONALI

HOURS OF WORK IN THE VINEYARD IN 2021
TENUTA REGALEALI
TENUTA TASCANTE
TENUTA SALLIER DE LA TOUR
TENUTA CAPOFARO

89.653
11.583
17.783

7.151

YEAR OF
FOUNDATION 8 HECTARES, OF 

WHICH 474 ARE 
VINEYARDS

HECTARES
CULTIVATED
AS BUSHES

VARIETIES:
OF WHICH
12 ARE NATIVE

EMPLOYEES
WITH PERMANENT
CONTRACT

Tasca
in numbers



90
Giorni di
raccolta

65
Varietà 

autoctone

Continent
this is the word we use to describe Sicilian wine production.

Extremely diverse soils
• Volcanic soils, rich in mineral elements and, at the other end of the spectrum, 
marine soils of various textures

Different mesoclimates
• The climate of wine-producing areas in Sicily ranges from temperate to subtropical.

Territory of Sicily



Varied landscape
The leading region in Italy for vineyard surface area on hills (65% of the total, followed by Piedmont and Tuscany).
The region in Italy with one of the highest percentages of mountain vineyards (5% of the total), second only to Trentino Alto Adige.

Assovini Sicilia, 2020
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A great wealth of biodiversity

And also:
35 lakes
3 volcanoes: Mt. Etna, Stromboli and Vulcano.
1 active submarine volcano, Empedocle, located
in the area of the Channel of Sicily today known
as “Graham Bank”.

245 Natura 2000 Sites
4 Regional Parks
1 National Park (Island of Pantelleria)
74 Regional Nature Reserves
7 Protected Marine Areas
93 Geosites

Environment Department, Sicilian Region, 2021

The biodiversity protection system in Sicily
Sicily is the largest island in the Mediterranean Sea and the seventh largest in Europe.
In Sicily, the system of protected natural areas now comprises more than 20% of the regional territory, 
including:

Territory of Sicily



Cultural diversity, the result of different stratifications

13 conquests in Sicily
391 municipalities
456 patron saint festivals
568 religious festivals
7 Unesco World Heritage sites (out of 47 in Italy)
1116 traditional recipes

Source: Coria Census, 2015
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On May 22, 1830, during the reign of Francis I, the brothers
Don Lucio and Don Carmelo Mastrogiovanni Tasca purchased
the bordering fiefdoms of "Regaliali" and "Almerita" (the area
covered 547 salmas) from Don Pietro Alvarez de Toledo (Duke
of Ferrandina, First Class Grandee of Spain)
Much has changed since then, but what has remained unchanged
in all the 180 years of the winery’s history is the love for the land,
the respect for a noble and ancient art: wine, and the cultivation
of vines in all their phases. To work in viticulture over many
generations means primarily to have clearly understood and
interpreted the value and nature of this magnificent fruit, the
grape, Europe’s life-giving source. It is with pride that the Tasca
d’Almerita family carries the traditions of yesterday into the
future. And it is with the spirit of innovation that the Tasca
d’Almerita family faces the challenges of tomorrow today.

The history







Regaleali
1200 hectares in the Regaleali district 
were purchased by brothers Lucio and 
Carmelo Mastrogiovanni Tasca, who 
introduced the most modern 
agricultural technology to the Sicilian 
hinterland. 
The name Regaleali derives from the 
Arabic place-name “Rahl Ali”, which 
means farmhouse of Ali.

1830 1854

Model farm
Regaleali is recognised as a “model 
company” in the annals of agriculture.

1850

The Estate
The redistribution of land during the 
agricultural reform in Italy decreases 
the size of the Regaleali estate from the 
original 1200 hectares to 500.

The history



The San Lucio Bush
San Lucio was the first large vineyard 
plantedon the Regaleali Estate using 
the bush-trained system.

1954/'70 1979/'88

The international vines
Lucio Tasca plants the first 
international vines on the estate: 4 
rows of each type: Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir 
and Sauvignon Blanc.

1984

Nozze d’Oro
To celebrate fifty years of marriage 
with his wife, Franca, Count Giuseppe 
creates Nozze d'Oro (Golden 
Wedding Anniversary), a blend of 
Inzolia and Sauvignon, using grapes 
selected by Tasca.

The history



Regaleali Estate, harvest under the watchful eyes of Count Giuseppe - 1984



Regaleali Estate, first bottlings in the large hall - 1958



Salina
In search of territories with a vocation for 
agriculture and a strong personality, on 
the island of Salina, the project Capofaro
Locanda & Malvasia was born.

2001 2004

Mt. Etna
A research project to study the 
territory that began with the first 
experimental wines in 2004 and then 
took shape with the purchase of the 
first vineyards in 2007 in Contrada
Sciaranuova and Pianodario, in 2015 
with the winery in Contrada
Rampante, and in Contrada Grasà.

2007

Mozia
The Whitaker Foundation entrusts 
Tasca d'Almerita with the vinification 
of grapes on the island of Mozia.

2009

Sallier de La Tour
Management begins of the Sallier de 
La Tour cousins' historic estate in the 
Monreale DOC area.

The history



Today, the story is in the hands of Alberto, the eighth generation
of the family, who has staked everything on sustainability and the
great potential for quality in Sicilian wines.

The history
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Sustainability
Since 2010, thanks to SOStain, a 
Sustainability program recognized by 
the Ministry of Ecological Transition, 
we have started a scientific path that 
allows us to measure and reduce the 
impact of our activities in the 
vineyard, in the cellar and throughout 
the organization

2010 2017

The certification
Tasca d'Almerita is the first winery to 
obtain VIVA-SOStain certification

2019

Wine Enthusiast
Tasca d'Almerita has been selected as 
the European Winery of the Year by 
Wine Enthusiast for its commitment 
to sustainability.

The history

2021

Robert Parker Green Emblem 2021
Tasca d’Almerita is among 24 wineries
in the world and only 3 in Italy to 
receive the “Robert Parker Green 
Emblem 2021”, an award given to 
wineries that have demonstrated
extraordinary commitment in the 
pursuit of virtuous agricultural and 
oenological practices and - aside from 
being certified - are exceptional
advocates of sustainability with an eye
to long-term environmental protection
and the preservation of biodiversity.
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1
Sustainable
vineyard
management

No
chemical
weeding

Measuring and 
safeguarding
biodiversity

Only eco-friendly
materials in the 
vineyard

Traditional
crafts and local
economies
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6 Measuring
impact on Air, 
Water, Vineyard 
and Territory

VIVA programme of the 
Ministry of Ecological
Transition

Sustainability
What does the SOStain brand on our labels mean?
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Energy 
renewable Light bottles

(max 550g/0.75 l)

Transparency in 
communication:  
Annual
sustainability
report

Absence of
residues in
wines

For more information: www.sostain.it

(max 0.7 kWh/l of 
wine)
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Sustainability
What does the SOStain brand on our labels mean?

http://www.sostain.it/


For more information: www.sostain.it
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Sustainability

1364 tonnes of CO2 emissions saved
in the last two years
Equal to the emissions absorbed by about 28,000 orange trees over
10 years.
Figure based on the calculation of the carbon footprint, according to the
ARIA indicator of the VIVA programme, Ministry of Ecological
Transition.

http://www.sostain.it/


"The Tasca d'Almerita family's commitment to sustainable

viticulture in Sicily has had an extremely positive influence on the

wine, the environment and other wineries throughout Italy,

improving quality and spreading the message of sustainability.”

Wine Enthusiast has selected Tasca d'Almerita as the "European

Winery of the Year".

Kerin O’Keefe for The Wine Enthusiast

2019 European Winer of the year



Robert Parker Green Emblem 2021

Tasca d’Almerita is among 24 wineries in the world and only 3 in

Italy to receive the “Robert Parker Green Emblem 2021”, an award

given to wineries that have demonstrated extraordinary

commitment in the pursuit of virtuous agricultural and oenological

practices and – aside from being certified – are exceptional

advocates of sustainability with an eye to long-term environmental

protection and the preservation of biodiversity.

“Sicily is the first Italian region to develop an integrated

sustainability protocol for wineries, SOStain, with a 10-point

action plan, a scientific committee for oversight and a certification

logo that wineries can print on their bottles”.

Monica Larner for Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate



5 Territories, 5 Estates, 5 stories to tell






